
CHAPTER FIVE

Results

This chapter presents a brief overview of the findings from the preliminary study of 30

participants enrolled at CHEC, from which 15 students were selected to participate in

in-depth interviews and conduct a study to explore students' perceptions of their

participation within the context of a joint development. The research data emerged from

what students themselves experienced and perceived to be the specific aspects or

issues of their participation at CHEC rather than emanating from structured

questionnaires which are used to elicit restrictive responses to predetermined questions

on particular aspects. It should be noted that there is a distinction between the

responses of the DSE students and the TAFE and SCU students regarding attitudes to

education. Their experiences and perceptions focused on what the Senior College

offered and their previous high school experiences. The DSE participant findings are,

therefore, discussed separately as a sub-theme within the section 'attitudes to

education'. However, this is the only sub-theme that distinguishes and presents data

from one particular sector; students from each sector are included in all aspects of the

study.

The themes and sub-themes were categorised and are presented as findings in a

descriptive form using direct quotes where appropriate. Major themes emerged

regarding demographics such as locality, the physical aspects of using the Campus

facilities, internal experiences of educational aspects at CHEC, social issues including

attitudes towards sectors and students and finally, external perceptions and attitudes

toward education which involved participation factors and general views about the

Campus.
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PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION - Overview

From responses to three semi structured interview questions used in the preliminary

investigation involving 30 students, 15 were selected to participate in the study based

on their responses to Question 3 which was an exploratory question about their

enrolment at CHEC. However, Questions 1 and 2 (decision to enrol and future plans)

are significant in relation to the reasons why people participate in education and,

therefore, impact on their participation in courses at CHEC.

Question 1 What made you decide to enrol in this course?

Question 2 Do you have any plans about what you might do after you finish this
course?

Question 3 Is there any particular reason why you chose this Campus?

In this preliminary stage, participation characteristics emerged from 30 students

interviewed. Comments varied in that students wanted to re enter education to gain

employment, improved promotional prospects in their current employment, return to

study, continue further education and for various social reasons. Some had disabilities

and were undertaking retraining under rehabilitation case management or had simply

suffered injuries that impacted on their presert employment and forced them to seek

alternatives. Trigger factors involving family and social issues were mentioned by

students and some male DSE students thought it was typical in their age group to `get

more responsible' about what they wanted to do. Some had left school and returned

after a break from their previous high schools and had realised the importance of

education to seek employment. The participation characteristics are discussed in more

detail in Chapter Six.

Within the TAFE sector, the Tertiary Preparation Certificate students were focused on

gaining entry to university as their priority. This group of 9 students were motivated

toward changing their current situation and had strong participation motivational factors

impacting on their decision to enrol and their future plans. The one TAFE apprentice

interviewed was simply at TAFE because it was a requirement of his employment. SCU

students were students returning to study and also recent HSC students. The HSC

students were in courses as a direct result of their TER performance or the offers they

had accepted from the Campus. The mature aged SCU students demonstrated typical
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participation characteristics regarding their future plans and mentioned employment,

postgraduate studies, overseas work and travel, and some just wanted a degree. Not

all the courses they were interested in were available at the Campus.

Question 3 was used as the exploratory question to select those students who wanted

to comment on their experiences and perceptions of the Campus. From the 30 students

involved in the preliminary stage, answers to the semi-structured questionnaire ranged

from no interest in the Campus itself, they simply attended because it was there, so

that travel and distance seemed a significant factor. There were references to the

`visibility' of other students and sectors and what the Campus and sectors offered to

students. Fifteen students were selected based on this initial brief response to this

question so that issues and aspects of their experiences and perceptions would

emerge and form the framework for the study.

These fifteen students volunteered to participate in the in-depth interviews and some

requested that they have another opportunity to add to the data. However, the scope of

the study is limited to the collation and breaking down of current data, but further

research in this area is an important consideration. The major themes and sub-themes

which students contributed to the study are briefly summarised and presented.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Locality - The significance of locality emerged as an important factor. Ten students

from fifteen interviewed commented that it was conveniently located and offered most

students the courses they wanted, whilst providing a lower cost of living. However,

although it was an attraction to attend a joint development, not everyone was positive

about the Campus.

"Bellingen is 20 kms from town ...it was a matter of convenience,
because I live here. I also thought it would be good because I liked the
idea of the three Campuses at the same ...but that's not how it turned
out..." (SCU student)
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"...I grew up in this region ...I wasn't enjoying life ...I got a phone call
saying the Campus was being built ...all I knew was it was a high school
and a university and a chance for me to come back home ... the first
couple of weeks I was negative ...I didn't think it had much going for it".
(DSE: student)

"...because of where I live ...it wasn't because 1 thought this was the best
university ...but because I live in the area and prefer to study internally
instead of externally ...SCU accepted me and I have family
commitments...." (SCU student)

And one student discovered the Campus by enrolling in a course:

"...it was close to home ...I did the literacy and numeracy course in TAFE
and I wanted to go on ...I wouldn't know of the Tertiary Preparation
Certificate (TPC) if I hadn't come to th's Campus ...it made me aware
that it was here ...just up the road too ... ' (TAFE student)

Benefit to the Community - CHEC was seen by six students as beneficial for the

town, providing education for people and creating employment, providing the sectors

worked together and the Campus developed a good reputation.

"...I think its a great thing for the community ...it brings in a different type
of person ...more stable jobs and money into the town ...and it will
continue to do so if it builds up ...if it doesn't end up with a good
reputation - amongst the three sectors ...then it's not good for the town
...its got to build up an excellent reputation ...of working together ...and
for the students and offering the best education..." (TAFE student)

"...it's good opportunities for youth ...its a unique facility even if its
experimental ...its what the community sees as a bonus for the region
...they need education..." (TAFE stud e r t)

PHYSICAL

The physical theme focused on the Campus as a building and what kind of facilities

were available for the students. Sub-themes that emerged during the study ranged

from one reponse toward an aspect to thirteer as the highest response to a particular

sub-theme.

New Campus - Only one student mentioned the fact that the Campus building itself

was new. This DSE student came to the Campus simply because it was a new school,

in a new building with new staff.

"...it was a new school and new people ..I could make a fresh start..."
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Counselling and Learning Assistance - One mature aged SCU student commented

on the lack of this and the learning assistance -facility. There were difficulties in making

appointments and accessing counsellors, and students were not clear as to whether

the counsellors were employed by the Campus or by individual sectors. Students did

not comment as to whether they knew the service existed.

"I suffered the loss of my second parent ...both my parents died within
six months and I was in desperate need of counselling ...I went to see a
counsellor and was told I needed an appointment ...if my parents were
still alive I'd ask them to make an appointment to die ...because
everything here has to have a schedule ...well, there's times schedules
don't work and that's one of them ...I'm not the only one on the Campus
that's needed counselling ...the facilities need to be developed in
particular areas..." (SCU student)

The learning assistance facility provided by SCU was not well known and although the

comment was made that some tutorials and workshops were conducted, there needed

to be more available during the week to help new students. A peer support system was

set up in the Social Science Degree which apparently worked well amongst those

students doing that course.

"You can't access the learning assistance person easily ...I don't even
know who it is or where it is ...no one gave me any information ...when
you are first starting off you are lost and that's all there is..." (SCU
student).

Computers - There were thirteen responses from fifteen students interviewed.. This

facility was seen as important to almost all those interviewed. The computer facilities

were generally agreed upon as being better than those which students had

experienced before in other institutions, but there were inequities insofar as access to

the Internet and the lack of integration amongst sectors to use these facilities.

"That's been unbelievable ...like any normal school I never had any
desire to use computers but I've come here and its unbelievable ...I've
done every one of my assignments in Mere and I can get access to the
Internet ...I don't even do computers but I use them to do word-
processing and that's been great..." (DSE student)

However, the TAFE students were not so enthusiastic -
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"...part of our course requirements are to use the Internet and have
access to a wide range of technology, especially in the Humanities
subjects, and the Internet was suggested as part of that ...here we are
not allowed to use the Internet which severely disadvantages all the
TAFE students and in our course especially ...but DSE students are
allowed to use it, but not the staff from 7AFE or any TAFE students ...so
that's not equitable." (TAFE student)

and

"Uni have it and the TAFE don't ...it should be worked out in the
administration ...there shouldn't be this discrimination ...and it has to do
with money ...school kids use it and 7AFE doesn't ...there should be
equal opportunity in the whole campus for all students..." (TAFE
student).

Students from SCU found it of great benefit to rave access to the Internet:

"I get most of my information off the Internet, which I find fascinating ...I
love the Internet ...ha.ha ...if I had a modem at home I could actually
hook into the Internet through the Campus and I'm looking forward to
doing that ...I've used it for me kids, my eldest daughter had to do
something on space travel ...I couldn't do any of this without being a
student at this Campus". (SCU student)

One student's view was that it was not only aboul the computers, but the lack of

integration.

"...it appears to be three separate things, rather than one Campus ...just
things like the facilities ...this bit obviously belongs to them and you can't
use it ...and this belongs to us and they can't use it ...that sort of situation
...so it can lead to some inequities just in the access to the equipment
...you know, the computers, the Internet and things just as simple as that
...it seems to have come down to prot ferns ...its not blended, its three
sectors ..." (TAFE student)

Library - The library facility was another high response area. Thirteen students from

fifteen interviewed, mentioned the library fac lity. Some students saw it as a good

facility because it was shared between the sectors, allowing access to more books than

would have been possible at another institution.
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"Its better because its shared ...obviously the Uni has a lot of books and
TAFE has a lot of books so we can borrow from the Uni and TAFE..."
(TAFE student)

"I've only heard really good things about the TAFE library facilities ...from
the Uni students ...all the Uni students are really pleased to have TAFE
here, especially for the library books ...ha ha" (SCU student)

It seemed though, that particularly when the Campus first opened, students had more

to say on the lack of resources rather than the proliferation of books from three sectors:

"I realise that it's a new Campus, but the library is atrocious ...its missing
a lot of information ...I actually found the town library to be more helpful
getting information for me" (TAFE student)

"they don't have a lot of books for a pretty big library ...and this year the
library here is 100% on last year and more access" (DSE student)

"I think the library is not quite adequate ...I think they need to put more
on the shelves ...but I guess it is a nevi place and takes time to set up
the system ...I do use the other sectors' books in the library" (TAFE
student)

Apparently, there again arose inequities in access to facilities as to interlibrary loans. If

a TAFE student wants a TAFE interlibrary loan this can be arranged, but if a student

from SCU wants an interlibrary loan from another TAFE institution, then this is not

possible. Students interviewed saw this as not part of sharing the facilities.

"...the other major advantage that I found for me is that I get to use the
TAFE library ...they have the best books ...and the disadvantage is that
they won't let you borrow from other TAFEs ...if you aren't a TAFE
student you can't borrow..." (SCU student)

"it doesn't really help us in interlibrary loans because as TAFE students
we can't take out Uni interlibrary loans ...we can only borrow TAFE
library books from other TAFE libraries" (TAFE student)

"...in fact, I see little jointness in the joinr Campus. A classic was a TAFE
student could borrow the slides we wanted, but was not allowed to
borrow the slide projector, unless they were a Uni student ...and the
same with lots of other stuff in the library..." (SCU student)

But there were advantages for DSE students in comparison to their other schools:
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"...at the start they didn't have much, because it was such a new place,
that was a bit of a bummer, because in a normal school library,
everything is there .„its been there for , years and you've got the oldest
books from centuries ago ...I missed all that ...they are building it up now
...and its really good ... we use the TAFE books a lot ... which I could
never do at a normal school ...and 1 can get interlibrary loans from the
University as a school student" (DSE student)

One student made comments about the lack of photocopiers in the library and that she

felt discriminated against by being from another sector.

"...and you've got Uni students copying massive manuals out ...then you
have to wait, there's only a couple of photocopiers ...and they realise you
are not at Uni ...this has happened to me personally ...and they get their
mates to come and stand in line so you don't get to use it and you are
there for hours ...usually copiers are broken down and the high school
students wreck them ..." (TAFE student)

and another spoke about the behavior of other students in the library.

"you know I've been to the library and tnere's been DSE students playing
music ...how do they get away with that ...1 was always taught you had
to be quiet in the library and they talk and socialise ...why don't they go
down to the canteen and do it ...or they lie on the floor reading ...and do
other unmentionable things..." (SCU student)

However, no other students specially mentioned behavior in the library or photocopier

use as a problem specific to the Campus.

Canteen - Eleven students raised the issue of the canteen during the interview.

Comments were made about the food and the actual environment of the Canteen, both

socially and as a physical facility. Seven of the eleven reponses involved comments

about the food, three commented favourably and four mentioned overpricing and poor

quality of food. The DSE students found it expensive in comparison to the school

canteens they had experienced.

"it's expensive ...you think they wouldn't charge more than you could get
it at a fish and chip shop ...you can get it cheaper at a shop ...they rip
you off heaps ...a school doesn't go for profit..." (DSE student)
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"...I think their food is lousy and the prices have gone up, you ask for
some milk and they charge you extra ...Me people before were better..."
(TAFE student)

"this is expensive here for students ...I can't afford to pay $3.50 for
lunches and add a drink to that..." (SCU student)

"...I love their hamburgers ...I really do love them..." (SCU student)

The TAFE and SCU students who commented on the canteen were mainly concerned

about the fact that there was nowhere appropriate to sit and have a quiet conversation

with anyone, and that a bar or a bistro would offer more of a social centre for people to

unwind. The canteen did not provide this atmosphere and comparisons were made to

bistros and lounges at other universities and that the pool room and jukebox could

perhaps be moved elsewhere.

Five students mentioned the physical environment as too noisy and that it was too

much like a school, none of the DSE students made comments about the environment.

It was the TAFE and SCU students who commented on the noise and behaviour of

other students.

"...there's a lot of noise, its echoey, it5. : noisy and schoolyard like ...its
distracting (SCU student)

"...when the jukebox is going, you can't even have a conversation ...and
there's people yelling, running and you can't even sit out on the
verandah for peace and quiet because that's where they sit out and
smoke ...you have to go to the cof Fee shop which is much more
expensive..." (TAFE student)

"... its not really appropriate if the jukebox is blaring and you just happen
to hit the wrong time, like when DSE are in recess or lunch or on their
breaks..." (SCU student)

"In fact, some places like the canteen are avoided, not because there
are a whole heap of young people in there but because its not the right
atmosphere ...too Cole's Cafeteria like ...its the facility itself, more than
the age group. Its cold, it echoes when you speak ...its not what you
expect for a university environment..." (SCU student).
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The only comment about the canteen's environment from the DSE students was this

positive one:

"The canteen, that's huge ...I really like It ...and I think its a good place
for people to mix ...I think everyone's good ..." (DSE student)

Administration block - Seven students out of a possible fifteen commented on the

administration block as a student facility. Two students had favourable comments to

make:

"I've never had any problems going there ...everybody has been
friendly..." (DSE student)

"I think the people in the administration block that service the Campus do
an excellent job ...I cannot fault them ...I don't see that there's
discrimination or demarcation in that office ...the problem is the overall
administration of the Campus..." (SCU student)

The other six students commented that it was difficult to find out information, as there

were no signs to say who was supposed to be dealing with which sector and that staff

would have to go away and ask someone from another sector to come and give them

assistance. One student commented that she felt they didn't have the 'product

knowledge' required for the students at the Campus and that no-one knew anyone

else's job from another sector.

"I've been told straight that because l'rr, TAFE and they're Uni, they don't
know anything about it and I'll have to come back later when there is a
TAFE person there ... that's difficult for me ...you go there in the middle of
classes or between classes ...I have limited time..." (TAFE student)

The students suggested that each sector be given a briefing of what the other sector

has to offer so that when people come to the counter, they can have their questions

answered by anyone on the desk. The issue of integration and separateness was also

raised within the context of the administration block and staff working there.



"...the students need information as to what the three sectors do, rather
than treating them as separate ...because you're isolating each sector by
not getting unison there in the administration block ...which is what it's all
about isn't it ...the three sectors together ... we should be interacting
together..." (SCU student)

It was also mentioned that the combination of staff in the administration block was an

advantage in that it gave access for students to see what's happening in other sectors.

Sporting facilities/equipment - Three students raised the issue of sporting facilities

and equipment. One wondered after seeing only table tennis tables and expecting a

weight lifting centre and swimming pool, whether he had to supply his own bat and ball

because of the arrangements of the sectors, another was concerned about

discrimination in using the gymnasium, while a third again suggested a swimming pool.

Apparently the DSE students were prevented from going to the gym after an accident,

whereas other students from other sectors were allowed the freedom to come and go.

"...we're riot allowed down there and they won't tell us why ...someone
broke their ankle ...but its no different if Uni goes down and breaks an
ankle ... we are 18 and responsible for oar actions ..." (DSE student)

It seems there are different legal requirements for each sector.

Physical environment/facilities etc. - Eleven students from fifteen, commented on

the physical environment of the Campus, including the facilities. Four commented that a

bar would be a good idea, while one student was concerned about the DSE behaviour

if they had access to alcohol and made it clear that it shouldn't be available to them.

Another student (SCU) was against any notion of a bar as he saw himself there to be

educated and not to drink. The Osprey Restaurant was seen as a bonus for the

Campus and that if TAFE wasn't there, then the restaurant would not be available to

students, especially as an alternative to the Canteen.
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"...this facility is a bonus ... when you consider that the Canteen is the
option ... vve have all our functions there and we've had some really nice
lunches ...cheap ...and good at night as well ...that's a definite
advantage of having TAFE here..." (SC Li student)

Regarding physical features of the environment, one person commented:

"...the classes are just too much like school ...the rooms are like
schoolrooms..." (TAFE student)

A bar was suggested as a way to socialise between sectors, but concerns raised about

the DSE students. It was mentioned that this was 'adult education' so a bar would be

nice to go to after a lecture and have a chat with someone. Suggestions for a coffee

shop with later opening hours and music, medical facilities, banking facilities and a

creche were made.

"...sterile education scene ...that's why we come to Uni, you expect to
see all these things..." (SCU student)

"...as a mature aged student I think a lounge area would be beneficial..."
(TAFE student)

A TAFE trade apprentice student made the comment that the workshop was a half

kilometre walk from the Canteen but that:

"...the workshop has the best of everything ...if the Campus wasn't here,
they wouldn't have the really good machines that they have ...the old
TAFE college didn't have this stuff there ...they have computerised
machines..." (TAFE student)

Generally,

"...it will look better when the trees grow ...there's no undercover seating
if it rains ...nowhere to go except the canteen..." (TAFE student)

One student's view was that "...it's just three people sharing the same space..." (SCU

student) was supported by another who commented "...it appears to be three separate

things..." but that it had more facilities than other institutions. A disadvantage of having

the sectors share facilities was the competition to use them.
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EDUCATION ASPECTS

Familiarity -- Three students thought that the familiarity of the Campus offered an

easier transition between institutions:

"I think this would help people make an easier transition from high school
...I know a couple of people who are going here because they do know it
...Dave ...he said he knows some people and it would be easier than
going away..." (DSE student)

"...the stability you can achieve a better (earning ...you get into the whole
routine ...you know, you're living in an area, you haven't had to do
another course here and move to another place ...you can take that step
from TAFE to University." (TAFE student)

"...it's very daunting the thought of going to University ...and I find it hard
to go to something new ... familiar things .." (SCU student)

Visibility - An issue that was significant was visibility, Eleven students shared the view

that the Campus provided the opportunity for students to see the other sectors and

older students. It gave them an idea of what to expect and assisted their decision to

enrol in courses in other sectors. They thought i1 particularly useful for the DSE

students and for those returning to study as they can observe other students in

different institutions.

"...the high school ...I think that's wonderful for them ...it shows them the
opportunities that are available and wt'at to work for ...it will encourage
them to aim higher.." (TAFE student)

"I would never have thought about the Tertiary Preparation Certificate
(TPC) if I hadn't seen everything togett er here at the Campus..." (TAFE
student)

"...because I didn't know that many Uni students, except my brother
...but you know, I see them and it just gives you a bit of an idea of what
its like and what they talk about and gives you a bit of insight ...its good
having older people here..." (DSE student)

There were additional comments on the integration aspect:

"I did TAFE at a separate TAFE college ...I would've been better doing it
here ...this has the academic feel about it ...instead of the plumbers next
door ...and the yobbos in the Canteen that made sexist remarks ...its got
an academic environment..." (SCU student)
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"...but I can honestly say that the only exposure I'm getting is that its not
worth anything to be a TAFE student . .1 am not actually getting any
other exposure of the Uni except to see it, it's visible ...a visible building
which looks like any other school bui lding ...so I'm not getting the
advantages of being integrated..." (TAFE student)

Access to educational and general information - Eight students referred to access

to information at CHEC. Two issues arose, one . dealing with the information itself and

the other with staff. Generally, pamphlets and information were available at the

Campus for individual sectors and students could find out about courses and other

institutions but it depended on whether staff were available for assistance from that

sector and not all staff were helpful.

"...it's better for TAFE students to come to this facility, because if they
wanted to find out things about Uni then all the information is here..."
(TAFE student) "...if I wanted information I could ask at the Campus..."
(SCU student)

"...if there's no TAFE person or the TAFE person is tied ...there's a book
available ...but to access Uni courses or general information across the
whole Campus ...there's nothing there ...you have to speak to individuals
or read pamphlets ...you can't ask pamphlets questions ...so you just
don't bother ...you go and hassle the teachers..." (TAFE student)

"You can't get information from the staff. I tried that ...I went in to ask a
lecturer ...I actually wrote a letter asking him for an interview and he
turned me down ...no reason either ...sc although they are here it doesn't
provide access to information at all ...1 was a prospective student for the
course..." (TAFE student)

The DSE students found that their Careers Advisor at CHEC had more information lo

offer than those at their previous schools.

"...you wouldn't get that at a high school ...they give us heaps of stuff on
TAFE and Uni ...its sort of more in contact with the Uni ...the Uni guy, the
Director or Dean or whatever ...he came down and gave a speech on
what this Uni has got to offer..." (DSE student)

Comment vvas again made on the integration aspect:

"...the three things are different, so that means three different ways of
accessing information ...if it was shared it would be an advantage ...I see
it as too separate..." (SCU student)
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Pathways and Links between Sectors - This emerged as an important issue for

students. Fourteen out of fifteen students interviewed had comments and suggestions

about this aspect.. Students saw the Campus as providing a pathway for high school

students to university and that they could progress through courses in one institution

and go on to another if they wished, without leaving the Campus. Not all DSE students

wanted to stay at the Campus.

"...I can see if kids wanted to go to Uni they could without leaving home
...it would be better going all the way through at the Campus..." (SCU
student)

"...they've told me things I want to do are here ...like when I finish and
want to do university..." (DSE student)

"...some are staying, but a lot of us want to go to Sydney or they don't
offer the courses we want here..." (DSE student)

The competitive aspect of course offerings was mentioned, as well as the cooperative

one; a TAFE student commented that one class was combining with SCU to share a

visiting lecturer's costs which would not have been possible without the Campus, but

that when it came to choosing students for placements in industry, the SCU students

were given priority over the TAFE students even though SCU students were considered

by TAFE students to be less mature.

"...they are in competition with each other ... with course offerings ...there
is a problem between the Uni and TAFE ...there is competition for
resources ...the Internet and our industry placements..." (TAFE student)

Two specially selected DSE students studying Computing Studies in the HSC were

enrolled in both SCU and DSE concurrently, to investigate the possibility of acceleration

for DSE students into tertiary education, altr'ough it was only transferable at CHEC.

Integration issues were again raised and the notion of advanced standing and credit

transfer was supported by students but existing cross sectoral arrangements seemed

unclear to everyone interviewed. Various ccncepts of pathways and links emerged,

from combination classes of all sectors, to joint degrees offered by two or more sectors.

"...there are three separate things .. but I'm hoping they will all work
together ...through Degrees and through all ways ...I think it should
include all sectors ...DSE ...the who le lot of them ...I think each can
benefit from each other and the other .students..." (TAFE student)
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"...joint degrees ...I think the Uni studerr s might say they don't want us
here ...for someone that was going on to Uni, they might want to sit in on
lectures and see what it's like when they go on ...to make a choice ...but
that's not available now ...you've got to be enrolled in their course ...it's
only good if you wanted to come here ...but it gets you through quicker."
(DSE student)

"For instance, for me I am interested in art and I thought that because
TAFE was here that I might be able to use the facilities or even combine
some TAFE courses with my Uni course, but they are too separate and
there is no possibility for me to go near the art classes for TAFE and put
anything from TAFE into my degree..." (SCU student)

DSE students saw it as a stepping stone to further study and that if they'd stayed at

school, they would not have thought of possible pathways. Other students came to the

Campus because they thought it offered pathways. Even though it was a young

university and a new Campus, students saw the potential to grow and develop a

reputation and to provide credit transfer and advanced standing opportunities.

"...I would like credit for what I've done in TAFE towards a social science
degree ... we are doing the same level ...but there's no advanced
standing and that's ridiculous ...I'm just rehashing what I've done this
year..." (SCU student)

"I think its a good idea to get credits ...there is great potential here to do
that..," (SCU student)

"The only reason I enrolled in TAFE is that I knew I could go on and do
Uni at this Campus ...basically I looked at a pathway between TAFE and
Uni here..." (TAFE student)

Students comments about combination classes were that it would be a good idea for

DSE students to sit in on lectures so that they got a good grounding as to what

university and TAFE is about and that they would be familiar with terminology and have

an idea of whether to choose that particular subject. Some concern was raised as to

whether DSE students would behave in an appropriate manner if they were informally

invited to attend lectures.
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There were also views about the level of integration:

"... it would really help if they linked up... educationally with advanced
standing at least, and then in turn socially ...its the distinction between
the sectors - that is in my experience - that exists ...and it will continue to
be like that if they don't do something to integrate courses and break
down the barriers that are there..." (SCU student)

"...the TAFE course I'm doing ...it should be geared around the degrees
here and given advanced standing than to run them all in isolation ...it
makes sense to make integrated pathways like that ...rather than being
in direct competition with the Uni..." (TAFE student)

"...I am disappointed with the pathways and the separateness ...to me
there are no pathways or not what I thought make the courses fit and
make it known in the beginning ... there is duplication and competition
which is not healthy in line with whars right for students ...better to
integrate than duplicate and compete..." (TAFE student)

The DSE students were more vocal about what they saw as the politics of the Campus

and the different regulations that governed each sector.

"...formal procedures for each sector ...there is a lot of crap you have to
go through to do something that should be really easy ...health and
safety regulations ...they haven't been put into one ...that's a major
disadvantage ... we need a totally certi fiable cross sectoral constitution
...that is just the Campus and not the three sectors ..." (DSE student)

Overall, the responses indicated that pathways between institutions created by

advanced standing and credit transfer arrangements, joint degrees, and mixed classes

were what the students thought CHEC should be doing. The Campus was seen as an

easier transition for students to move through to higher learning as it was all together

on one site and that cooperation and not competition should be fostered.

SOCIAL

The social aspect of CHEC was a strong theme throughout the interviews. All students

made comments about their social experiences at the Campus in both positive and

negative terms.
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Student attitudes to dress - Two mature age students interviewed expressed concern

at what DSE students were wearing but did not make any comments about TAFE or

SCU students attire. It was seen as a reflection on the academic environment and that

there should be some kind of dress code. DSE students were apparently told they

should wear shoes, but this was not enforced.

"While ever we've got kids running around in thongs with bare midriffs
showing in the middle of winter ...they're never going to hold it in high
regard ...it doesn't have to be designer labels, the op shop has cheap
clothes know its freedom of will and freedom of choice ...but at least
we should look like we are in higher education..." (SCU student)

Student attitudes to status - Three students commented on the perception of status

of students from other sectors and whether it was an integration issue.

"...it's better to have people above you sort of ...a lot older and then you
just talk to whoever ...you can never expect people to get together, no
matter whether its Uni or not ...if they want to have the attitude that we're
above you ...'we're big Uni students'..." (DSE student)

"I suppose it's perception as much as anything else ...there is an `us' and
`them' between students ...I suppose it's hierarchies..." (TAFE student)

"The main disadvantage is the separateness ...on the social side ...I
think it creates a status symbol ...a class system and I don't think that's
good ...if it was integrated, you wouldn't have that ...it would be less,
anyway..." (SCU student)

Student attitudes toward staff - Three students commented, the DSE student

amazed that she shared computer facilities wilh university lecturers, another's view was

that no one noticed whether sector staff got on together or not, and the third person

stated that:

"...I would only want teachers from the other sectors if it was relevant to
the course, if they had a combined degree..." (SCU student)

Two TAFE students had gone on to university and were pleased to maintain contact

with their previous TAFE teachers and often asked them for advice.
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Atmosphere - Six students made various statements about atmosphere, the DSE

students expressing a more relaxed feeling at the Campus than their previous schools

and that they liked the Canteen and being able to say hello to other people. Four

mature aged students expected a university type atmosphere and that the DSE

students dominated the Canteen as the only meeting place and that they could not sit

anywhere and talk. to other students in a relaxed atmosphere.

"...there's such a variety of Uni and TAFE people ...they say 'hi how are
you' ...it's better than it was last year..." (DSE student)

"...not what I expected ...I expected it to be a place where you could walk
up to others and just talk ...there's a social barrier ...I expected people to
be sitting around with guitars ...it's not like a bistro at a Uni where people
come and play music..." (SCU student)

Student behaviour - Six mature age students, five from SCU and one from TAFE,

specifically mentioned the behaviour of DSE students at the Campus. They described

them as having a bad attitude toward SCU students because they saw it as their

Campus as DSE started earlier than university. They also gave specific examples of

their behaviour at CHEC and one commented that most university students have a

negative attitude towards the younger ones, especially DSE students. Another

commented that the university staff found it difficult to deliver lectures admist a lot of

noise outside rooms and in particular the lecture theatre was often divided so that DSE

drama students were on the other side of the screen 'screaming, while university

students were listening to lectures. Equipment such as computers, photocopiers and

classroom equipment was destroyed and blame was attributed by some to DSE

students.

"...sometimes the kids disturb me, you know ...I don't like walking
through the playground, or what I would call the courtyard, and have to
duck frisbies ...I'm there to study, not play ...you go to the Canteen and
there are hundreds of kids standing around the table and you can't find a
chair, it's noisy ...you want to wind down from lectures..." (SCU student)

"...they can lie over walkways, kissing their boyfriends and girlfriends
...my friend was in a wheelchair and they just gave her a foul look when
she tried to get past..." (SCU student)
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"...a DSE student had a pair of black soled shoes and he was drawing
designs on the painted wall with his shoe ... when a friend of mine said
something to him, he grabbed him by the shirt ...and said 'who the f... do
you think you are?' Fred said `I'm here to learn I don't know what you're
here for'..." (SCU student)

However, someone else simply attributed the whole student behaviour problem to

groups of people simply not getting on.

"...the only disadvantage is the playground, for want of a better word
...when you get a lot of people together you are going to have
personality clashes ...so it's not conflict between the sectors..." (SCU
student)

Social activities - Eleven students expressed a need for more social activities at

CHEC. All five DSE students said that the Campus didn't offer anything more than

school except that schools had a sports afternoon and they missed being able to play

sport. A football team existed at the Campus, made up of mostly university students,

one TAFE teacher and two DSE students. Other students commented that there were a

gymnasium and tennis courts, so why couldn't the Campus offer inter-sector

competitions for both staff and students? This would then break down barriers and

enable people to meet each other and do something in common.

"...there's nothing much to do ...people would use the gym during lunch
and would like to play basketball..." (DSE student)

The DSE students interviewed wanted to mix with the other sectors and suggested that

if a bar was available it could be open once a month for all the students from all sectors

or have special functions.

"...there should be something between the sectors ...that stupid sausage
sizzle ...everyone just came and got their food and went away ...they
need something else ...at Uni they have bars, bingo and bands all the
time ...here it's too small ... and you talk to anyone at a bar." (DSE
student)

They also mentioned that perhaps people didn't care and that people who didn't want

to know anyone wouldn't go to anything organised, but that it was important for school

students to have socials because they like the opportunity to get together. They had
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also tried to get musical activities at the Campus and were on committees to try to

organise a chess club and hold chess nights for all students. A teacher had offered to

become involved in this.

`I think a lot of it is what you make yoursElf and that's like part of the idea
as a more mature learning environment..." (DSE student)

"...that's a big thing ...socialising ...its difficult. I want to try to incorporate
everyone which is really what you have to do to make anything work. It's
hard because the different sectors have different ideals and age groups
and they want different things..." (DSE student)

They liked the idea of having more people and age groups to choose from and that not

everyone from the Campus had grown up together and knew everyone. The computers

were seen as a good way of socialising with students from the other sectors and that

they were able to get a small group together to play Dungeons and Dragons. There had

been a few days when all the sectors had got together but:

"...it usually doesn't ...we all went and a few TAFE people but it wasn't
very together ...not many people got into it ...it was just a get together
and we tried ...everyone still stuck to trieir own groups ...socially there
hasn't been the right thing to happen to bring it together ...I don't know if
you will ever be able to get the whole three groups working together but I
think there is a lot of stronger commun ication now than there ever was
before..." (DSE student)

Music was mentioned by other students and that some sort of entertainment would be a

good thing for the Campus. Apart from those who wanted to play music, other students

simply wanted to go somewhere and be able to listen to music and hear people sing

and that this would suit the mainstream of students at the Campus. A SCU student

suggested that riot only music but all sectors could benefit from the theatre being used

for plays and getting people from Sydney to come and perform.

"...they could do all sorts of things ...they have the facilities ...I can see
that as being really good ...I think they could do lots of things socially to
encourage students to come together..." (TAFE student)
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"...we need to do something in common end be integrated ...music would
be good ...I think they have some talented kids here ...you walk around
at lunch time and hear them play ...some are good and some are really
bad..." (TAFE student)

"...there's no functions as such, or things that pull the groups together..."
(SCU student)

Another student suggested organising social activities on Campus that catered for

every age group, perhaps a concert as there were a lot of creative 18 year olds that:

"...would like to get into that niche of older people, but they can't
because there's that isolation ...and its not always possible through
sport..." (SCU student).

This was supported by another student who pointed out that playing football was not for

everyone and that the team was predominantly one sector. Additional comment was

made about the difficulty that some students from Sydney or other areas experienced

when they came to the Campus in that they are young and don't know anyone. Their

parents are supporting them and they often live alone in rented flats in the area and

have to go home at holiday time because they don't have friends in the area and feel

totally isolated.

"...and l feel that's sad ...they feel so lonely that they need that
reassurance when they go back home ..it costs them a fortune on the
phone instead of getting that emotional maturity level so that they can
cope with being away from home ...instead of staying in this
environment and maybe picking up a bit of part time work ...they still
need that contact constantly with their parents because they are not
getting it from the students at the Campos... " (SCU student)

Student attitudes to other students - Every student interviewed commented on

student interaction at the Campus. One DSE student remarked that it was just the

same as a normal high school except that there were more people and a couple of

other sectors. Another added that it was better now than at the beginning as there were

some DSE students with negative attitudes toward the Campus who have since left

because they "...didn't do the distance into Year 12", and that some had matured since

Year 11. It was also mentioned that there was tension between the University students

and DSE students and in their opinion, it was some students who just wanted to start
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something and was no major problem. TAFE students were seen as students of

different ages and they also had breaks and lunch in other timeslots so that DSE

students didn't know anyone unless they played football. A TAFE student feit

discriminated against by SCU students, and two SCU students shared their thoughts on

DSE's presence:

"...there is discrimination by Uni students and University staff ...you tell
them you are at TAFE and they don't want to know you ...part of how I
know this is through experience by sitting down and talking to people
who actually, because of my age, think I am a Uni student and then ask
me what course I am doing ...I tell them I'm at TAFE and so that's it
...they walked off ...any attempts to cooperate within the Campus with
other students is hard..." (TAFE studen1)

"...but ...the kids have an entitlement to be there, and its good on 'ern
that they want to be there to study, but I'd like to see them take it a little
more seriously than they are..." (SCU s:udent)

"...they are all Uni students in Lismore, but here, we've got TAFE
students, and the kids ...like you can tell the (Jni student from the TAFE
student, from the DSE student ...they're kids, they've got maturing to do
and that's all there is to it..." (SCU student)

There was another supportive attitude from a SCU student who thought that although

not all students paid the same money, everybody was at the Campus for the same

reason, that is, to get educated and that he was willing to help anyone who needed it.

It was also mentioned that when the Campus opened, the President of the Student

Union Association at SCU wrote what was considered a vicious article about the DSE

students in the early stages of the joint Campus and that it was not representative of

how people felt, nor was it considered to be mature:

...you know, I look at University students regardless of the age as being
mature ...and I'd like them to be more representative of the student body
than personal self interests." (SCU student).

One view was that because of having so many students, problems were bound to arise,

with arguments and disruptions, but students only need to be tolerant of one another. It

was a `bonus' to have the DSE students there, particularly for their sake so that they

could be shown a 'sort of adult learning Environment. This was is contrast to a
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statement that - think the whole tone has been lowered by the DSE students" (SCU

student), and that there were still major drawbacks in having high school students at

CHEC. It was seen by one SCU student as a dumping ground for all the students from

other high schools who were either troublemakers or didn't fit in.

"I know a teacher who said it was great when the Campus opened,
because they got rid of all the problem students ...I think that they're
attracted ...they don't like conventional schools because they are told
there are certain standards to adhere to and they don't like that ... when
they come here they can smoke, wear whatever they like and turn up if
they want to..." (SCU student)

A TAFE apprentice didn't have any contact with other students because of the distance

to the workshop.

"I spend most of my time down in K Block ...so we are sort of separate
anyway, except for getting food and seeing the girls..." (TAFE student)

The university students of similar age were seen by one person as totally different to

DSE students and that they felt negative towards their presence at CHEC, even though

they had only recently completed Year 12 themselves. No negative or positive

comments were made about the relationship between TAFE students and DSE or SCU,

except that both TAFE and SCU students were at the Campus because they wanted to

be and not because they had to attend high school to avoid the dole or because it was

the 'coolest' school to go to. It was acknowledged by this student that there were some

dedicated DSE students, but the viewpoint was that many lacked motivation. There was

a perception that the DSE sector did not blend in as well as the TAFE sector,

particularly in the early stages of operation.

"...they didn't socialise with them ...I found that the high school students,
because of that, had the comraderie together because they had this
thing that they knew they were outcasts from everybody else ...so they
actually stuck together..." (TAFE student)

"...TAFE students are mature aged students, not always, but the majority
of them are ... they just floated and blended in ...you couldn't differentiate
whether they were Uni or what..." (DSE student)
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"You never see any mature aged students sitting with the 18 year olds
and the 18 year olds are pretty obvious because they've all the gear and
noses with earrings in them ...you can actually tell which ones are the
high school students and which aren't ...and they don't interact together."
(SCU student)

Other students saw it as good for the high school students because it gave them a

sense of maturity and a more adult enviror ment would encourage them in their

education but that there was a view that high school students running around and

playing ball was something you'd expect at primary school. There was a comment

made that:

"...they are adults when it comes to being on Campus, but they're
children also ...I think that's where the barrier is ...there is a definite
distinction, but not with TAFE ...I think we should be treating them like
young adults and stop isolating them as school kids..." (SCU student)

Another DSE student saw the Campus as offering opportunities to meet other people

and to mix with them and that she had actually been given advice by a university

student on what courses to undertake and that this would not have happened had she

not been a student at CHEC. It was also mentioned that a lot of DSE students would

like to mix more with other students from differant sectors, but that because some DSE

were immature, they were all perceived to be the same by the university students.

General comments were made about difficulties experienced by students and staff in

the early stage of operation but some students felt that the situation had improved

since then and would continue as the Campus expands. Those students who did not

have a sector or previous high school group felt isolated. Some of the problems

experienced were viewed as just part of the broader range of people who attended the

Campus and that things would be sorted out over time.

"...everyone like clubbed together ...for me and others who were lost, the
Canteen was a place to mix ...but I've noticed more this year with more
people coming here and the big thing on this Campus being image and
integration, then it's starting to come about and the staff are starting to
break away from groups of people stuck together..." (DSE student)
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"... Year 12 and TAFE get on easily ...in the first year it was really hard
with the University ...like there was a bit of rivalry between the two ...the
young people and the Uni ...it was really hard ... we'd get all this stuff
from the Uni people and sniggers ...just like they were in Year 11 and
they were playing the part of little kids, just like we were ...and like this
year, it's a lot easier..." (DSE student)

"...I think people just needed to find their identity..." (TAFE student)

Integration on a social level was a strong theme, with most students interviewed

expressing an opinion about the need for more contact with other students to lessen

the separateness of the sectors. Functions or activities were again suggested to

overcome some of the social barriers between the sectors as it was difficult to meet

other people at CHEC unless one had previous associations in other classes or

sectors.

"...the comraderie on the Campus was a bit disappointing to me,
because I thought that there would be a lot more interaction between the
students ...particularly the Uni students..." (SCU student)

"...because I didn't see them as interested in interaction with each other
and I feel you need that network to get the Campus as a whole ...you
know, to bind everyone together, you need that interaction and it
seemed to be very fragmented ..a lot of different ages ...still, there was
just this something lacking and I can't put my finger on it ...I don't know
what it is ...this was the first year it opened..." (TAFE student)

"...sometimes I talk to different people in the grounds ...the high school
students, but there's nothing really in terms of getting to know them,
there's no functions as such, or things that pull the groups together..."
(SCU student)

ATTITUDES TO EDUCATION - (DSE students)

This section is an overview of student experiences of DSE students at CHEC. During

the interviews, DSE students focused on their previous school experiences and drew

comparisons with their experiences at CHE C. Other students interviewed did not

emphasise this subtheme, as they were mature aged students and not so focused on

perceptions of high schools. Students were from the local area, Macksville (30 krns

south), Sydney and Albury and previously attended other high schools in the area, as

well as the Steiner School in Thora.
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Five DSE students interviewed gave various reasons for coming to CHEC. One reason

was the need for a more mature and adult environment, with people who 'choose' to

come to school. Years 11 and 12 were seen as more enjoyable than junior years, but

that in some cases the DSE students were stereotyped and labelled at their old school.

"...I felt that I needed something like ...a bit older ...more mature than at
school..."

"I was hanging around with Year 12 when I was in Year 7 ...I just found
everyone else not so interesting ...I just Celt there could be more."

"I just couldn't handle the school anymore ...I hated it ...I was at a state
school and had lots of fights with the teachers and the politics ...I had a
lot of bad carry over from my younger years ...I was removed from
classes on suspicion ...I needed a fresh ,start."

Some had tried lots of schools before coming to the Campus, and one came simply

because his brother attended, but mainly because it was seen as different. They were

able to participate in Committees as a way of getting involved in the Campus and trying

to organise activities such as music. One student mentioned that the sports offered on

the pamphlets were not available, but that CHEC was starting from scratch and that it

had to start from somewhere but progress was slow. New staff was a significant aspect

as they saw them as also making a fresh start:

"...and by coming here we would have teachers who are going to start
again ...the school was seen as something we could shape ourselves
and be part of.."

Experiences - DSE students thought it was a good opportunity to meet new people

and that this was not possible at a high school nor did they feel they wanted to return

to their old schools after they had left. They felt the Senior College at CHEC offered

them something different and that it was different for the teachers as well. Those frorn

the Steiner school system had already experienced more freedom at school than

students from the state high school system and thought that there were fewer rules at

CHEC than a typical high school. No uniforms were required, except for a request to

wear shoes, and they did not have to follow the usual procedures for getting notes for

absences and participation in classes that is standard practice in high school but some
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students had dropped out and there were a few problems, particularly in the early

stage.

"...it was badly set up ...the teachers were in the same boat ...they didn't
know how to handle it ...I suppose they did give us a lot of freedom in
the first year and of course being teenagers, we went wild, so they
tightened up ...I can see where it's hard to come to a place between
giving you what you want and giving you what you need ...I think
tightening up on that discipline, you sort of look at it that you do need
it..."

"...yeah, a lot of people couldn't hand'e it ...having so much freedom
...especially first term, people just like didn't show up for classes and just
took off ...but they dropped out pretty quick ...if they catch you in another
school, they ring your parents ...but here they are not going to say what
are you doing ...that's the adult bit..."

"...after being here,I could never go back to a high school..."

"...the majority of students straight up knew it was FREEDOM ...then the
realisation came he said if you're not going to classes ...you won't
complete..."

They saw it as more of an adult environment and although there were some rules, it

appeared to them as a mixture of an adult environment and a school, as the College

still had some school characteristics but with a sense of freedom. It gave an open view

of what TAFE or University is going to be like and they saw the sense of responsibility

as being part of adult education.

"I think the big thing about this place is participation ...either be a part of
it or don't ...you're responsible, it's adult education ...I think it's self-
determination..."

"...it's still a school, you've got to remember that ...but if you go and do
what you have to do, you'll shine..."

Teachers - The staff at the Senior College were seen as either the same as teachers

at their previous schools or very different. DSE students commented that they did not

have to do playground duty and seemed to have more respect for the students. They

also mentioned that if their teacher was good, then they would achieve better results in

that class. There were some teachers at the Senior College who were more accessible

and approachable by working within this new environment.
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"...a lot of teachers have stuck to their old ways ...but mostly they are the
older teachers ...I'm not saying you are a middle aged teacher ...but I've
found generally middle aged teachers are not as good ...but a couple of
them wanted to be this way and wanted ro teach this way..."

"...it's a different relationship ...more friendlier here ...you can see them
about your problems ...you can go to their office ...they seem to put in
extra effort..."

"The teachers treat us differently here than in my old school ... it does
depend on the teacher ...but I must say that our teachers are the highest
number of reasonable (I don't know if that's the right word or a nice
word) but um ...human ...I know they all seem very human, very open
...they'll give you a chance..."

Students were on first name basis with teachers and this seemed to take the "edge off

them". They said teachers just set out the consequences of late assignments and

absenteeism and left the responsibility with the student. Mention was made that the role

of the Director seemed different to a school principal as they saw less of that person.

One student found the teachers the biggest shock, because they seemed relaxed and

more like friends; she felt they went beyond the boundaries of teachers because they

weren't constrained by the strict school code -- "they behave like that because of the

Campus". However, another commented:

"...they might be a good group of teachers, but they might also be trying
to make it look good because its a new school and they're being looked
at a lot so they can't stuff round ...because people notice ...maybe they
want to get results..."

Subject choice -- One student came to CHEC because it offered subjects not available

at her local school, even though it meant travelling one hour per day. Because of her

experiences at CHEC she had encouraged other students to come to the Senior

College, regardless of subject choice. Music and art were subjects that students

suggested should be offered at CHEC in the future, but some students did not see

themselves as continuing students.

"...it's been a quick two years ...I'm moving back to Sydney, Coffs hasn't
got enough opportunity ...the place is dying ...it's a holiday town ... we are
just going to finish school here ...I know people who are going on here
but ...kids of today, they need excitement..."
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ATTITUDES TO EDUCATION

Individual sectors, subjects and courses - Eight students spoke about these aspects

as part of their discussion about CHEC. Enrol 'rent procedures were problematic for

some and others were not given the correct information which in two instances had

added both time and money to their course. Some university courses were being

offered at Lismore but not CHEC and vice versa; it was felt that there were difficulties

between the SCU Campus at CHEC and Lismore regarding administration as well as

communication issues between different faculties at CHEC. Students commented

about the difficulty of having to send assignments to Lismore and having visiting

lecturers for some subjects.

One student remarked that a TAFE teacher had stated that there would be credit

transfer between university and TAFE and that apparently this was not possible in all

TAFE courses. Pathways and subjects/courser that students thought available simply

did not exist or sectors were seen to be duplicating subjects and courses. TAFE was

thought to be involved more in the vocational role at CHEC and the university more

academic. Students also commented on timetable problems, study skills, assistance

from sectors regarding course information, subject choice and general orientation for

new students at the Campus.

"...its difficult to find stuff ...for example ...a new student would find it
difficult to find out about the formalities of a university ...the lecturers
have often worked in other universities and they know what type of
routes have to be followed for getting certain types of information ...but
going in blind there's a lot of difficulties for students..." (SCU student)

"...I thought when I came to the Campus that everything would be sorted
out ...it was my very first year and I'd never been to Uni before ...it
seemed everybody was in the dark..." (SCU student)

"I think the Uni does run some tutorials on how to write and put
assignments together ...I think there needs to be more of it ... for
everyone..." (TAFE student)

Interaction between students was also commented on -

"...a big asset that I can see that needs to happen is not promoted ..is
that people need to find others within their course quickly ...to form a
study group, cutting costs, cutting time..." (TAFE student)
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"...everyone would benefit from sharing lunchtimes together, discussing
different topics, different readings ...sharing information amongst 20
people..." (SCU student)

Adult education - Students' perceptions of their learning environment emerged from

the interviews. It was thought that when one goes to university, first and foremost is the

need to be with other university students as it involved sharing goals, getting a degree

and having a great deal of comraderie. This comraderie was seen to be missing at

CHEC and that the Campus did not have a history. The university atmosphere was

affected by the presence of the other sectors' students. First year university students

perceived themselves as adults, and that the other sectors, particularly DSE, were not

as mature or motivated. The concept of an adult learning environment seemed an

important factor.

"Get rid of the DSE ...just everything about them ...look I can't find one
good thing to say about it ...and its not because I hate teenagers ...it's
my learning I'm talking about ...I think that's affected me more than
anything ...and they've made me really angry ...its the immature
behaviour, bad attitudes ...not mature enough for an adult environment
...I came here for an academic environment and that's what is definitely
missing..." (SCU student)

"...the fact that the high school students haven't been trained in
themselves ...if they knew beforehand that to come into this environment
they have to be mature ...some TAFE students don't want to be here
...the Government wants them to be here rather than on the dole ...they
don't want to be trained ...because they haven't got the motivation for an
adult environment ...it involves the commitment that you want to be there
...and forcing young people or even old people that are on the dole into
this situation will always cause problems ...because they don't want to
be here..." (TAFE student)

"...this is not an adult environment . .this is very much like a school
except that there's a need for a lot more interaction, not just sitting there
and getting fed ...its like you are back in school ...because of the
facilities, the way the building is shaped, its like a school..." (TAFE
student)

A suggestion was made that the rooms could be improved to provide "a more circular

group interaction" (SCU student) and a more relaxed atmosphere, rather than the

standard teacher at the board and students sitting behind desks. It made one student
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feel like a schoolchild and that if CHEC was to be an adult environment, then it should

look different physically; also, the layout was not very adult. It was seen as

institutionalised, particularly in the way the class-ooms were set up and that it was more

like a school; another view was supportive.

"...it has the feeling of an institution about it ....you know you come to
school ...it feels like a school more than a Uni or an adult education
environment ...as a mature aged adult, ii has a school feeling and brings
back experiences of school ...of mine especially ...and 1 think that's why
we unconsciously put pressure on the teachers to spoonfeed us ...it still
has that atmosphere of the desks and the teacher up the front, the
blackboard, rather than something more adult and conducive to adults
learning..." (TAFE student)

"I like the atmosphere here ...and to a degree I suppose its an adult
environment ...sport would break down a lot of barriers ... TAFE and Uni
and all that ...but other than that ...it's all right..." (TAFE student)

General attitudes toward education and CHEC - This section is an overview of

general comments about perceptions of education and experiences at CHEC. The idea

of multi-sector classes was seen by some to 1)9 problematic within the classroom, with

DSE students, TAFE and university students, studying courses and subjects at different

levels. Training or orientation was suggested for students:

"...to integrate it more ... with the high s3hoolers, there needs to be a lot
more training before they come into it ...an orientation ...even if it was
only part time ...they came in slowly and were integrated into it to get
used to it ...in an adult situation ...more mature and responsible is an
adult environment ...where you actually behave like an adult..." (TAFE
student)

There were also views supporting the concept of mixed classes at CHEC, particularly

for the DSE students doing their HSC to be able to take advantage of TAFE or SCU

lectures, provided they demonstrated 'decorum' and respect for the lectures.
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"I think as entities, the DSE are looking at the DSE students being able
to sit in on lectures ...now, and to help with their HSC ...and I think that's
a good idea as it gives them a good grounding as to what Uni is about
...I wouldn't object to school children and TAFE students being in the
class ...but I'd like to see it attempted ...gives them prior knowledge..."
(SCU student)

"... informal learning experience ...just giving them access is a good idea
...and if a student is undecided about what they want to do ...they can sit
in on lectures and get some exposure and make an informed decision..."
SCU student)

A perception was that because students could see a pathway, they were more

motivated and that CHEC provided a stable environment where people could stay in

the same place and remain settled in their education. It was also viewed as important

that the Campus built a good educational reputation for itself and presented an

upmarket attitude to the community. Students saw CHEC as new, bringing lots of

people to town arid that it was expected that there would be hiccups in its early stages.

It presented opportunities to meet other people that the students would not otherwise

have, and is a more serious environment than, for example, the previous TAFE

Campus.

Some students were disappointed in their expectations of CHEC and mentioned that

they would have preferred to attend a universily without the other sectors, and others

thought differently.

"Well, my experiences are not what I expected ...I expected intelligent
conversation, with an academic atmosphere, people with the same aims
as I've got ...it's nice to be with other students and have a conversation
and theres nowhere or facilities to do that ...it's isolating for each sector,
I'd rather have a university all by itself.." (SCU student)

"I had a bit of a fantasy that I'd go and have a swim down at the pool
after lectures or have a bit of workou,' with the basketball ...or muck
around with the weights ...game of tennis, squash ...that was the
university..." (SCU student)

"Now I go in the daytime ...it's really bustling ...it really encourages the
students, because it is a place of learning ...its exciting and things are
happening ...it feels good ...it's busy and well used ...its a terrific place"
(TAFE student)
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CHEC was seen as a new Campus which had achieved a lot in the two years of

operation and would expand, particularly with residential accommodation. However, the

library still needed improving, there were problems with equipment and facilities; it was

perceived by some that more could have been achieved, but some issues would

resolve themselves over time.

"...it's a big enough place, it should offer more ...its limited, but its nothing
like other schools ...you just feel limited when you come here because
you get used to having so much stuff ;;o you think its limited..." (DSE
student)

"...and I wanted to come to the Campus ...I could have gone elsewhere
and I made the decision ...like I said, with the expectation that it was new
and that enthusiasm would be here because it's a new project ...that it
would be innovative..." (SCU student)

"...it is nice to know we have the Uni here and I think that five years up
the track we will have all the things that we are talking about now..."
(SCU student)

"I feel its just the fact that it is a very new Campus with teething problems
...I think the administration are finding their feet as much as anybody
else..." (TAFE student)

In the preliminary study and within these interviews, students presented numerous

reasons for enrolling in their courses at CHEC, mentioning both participation factors

and barriers including aspects such as convenience, family commitments, confidence,

employment opportunities, work commitments, retraining after injuries, and second

chance education opportunities. Self concep t: emerged as an important participation

issue for many students and others made similar comments to this view.

"In the first place, I had very bad experiences at school ...I was told I was
dumb and well below average intelligence ...and never really believed it
all my life ...but I had no way of proving it ...my 10 was supposed to be
50 ...so I decided to prove myself ...i was going to do this for myself
...that's why I started the course." (TAFE student)

There were some students who felt that the existence of the Campus was a strong

motivational factor in participation:
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"I wouldn't have considered doing any degree if I hadn't come to this
Campus ...I wouldn't have thought I had the house or education to do it
...the confidence..." (TAFE student)

"Because it was my last chance. I got here and thought - well my parents
said, try it out ...there were interesting things that I wanted to do and I
was never really good at school ...I thought I'd go and give this a last
chance ...this was much better..." (DSE student)

"I could be an internal student and I have children, one has a severe
disability, 1 just can't take her out of school and go elsewhere ...so I saw
the Campus as a way of getting over that problem..." (SCU student)

Participation in education itself was seen as important to all those interviewed and that

the Campus provided opportunities for accessing knowledge and lifelong learning:

"Education is a very big thing now, everyone is staying at school and
learning longer and longer ...the more access you have to knowledge the
better..." (SCU student)

"...it's been a learning experience ...it's certainly been a rewarding
experience ...I'd say not just learning in knowledge, but as in sorting out
a different lifestyle, sort of changing around my whole way of doing
things..." (TAFE student)

The level of integration at the Campus was discussed by all students. They commented

that formal degrees between the sectors would have the potential to save time within

the 'production line' of obtaining a degree. It could also be beneficial to students to

have teaching staff from other sectors, eg a solicitor or barrister teaching HSC legal

studies subjects. Particular subjects and courses between TAFE and SCU were

mentioned as an expectation of the Campus and how it would integrate:

"This Campus is not integrated at alp. I thought there would be full
integration ...especially in the course I'm doing now ...I thought we could
go and listen to lectures, get the Uni people to speak to us ...or have
some form of communication with the Uni and the Uni students ...but
that's not possible..." (TAFE student)

"TAFE and Uni should integrate more ...this would be a great advantage
for the Tertiary Preparation Certificate particularly and to my learning ...it
would be an advantage to see what's Happening in the other sectors..."
(TAFE student)
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Integration was seen as a tool for students to share the facilities, educational

advantages, teaching and resources. A closer working relationship between the sectors

was suggested and if all resources were shared, it would benefit the students as a

totally integrated and equitable institution.

"...there should be equal opportunity in the whole campus for all students
...no matter where you come from ...there should be no disadvantage
...it's what you pay for in the course..." (TAFE student)

"...in all ways ...for funding, they could pool their resources, surely their
bottom line would be the welfare of all students, not just particular
students in sectors ...if they started doing that, then I think the inequality
between the students and the facilities would be good and it would
become more integrated ...it's quite separate and it needs to be for the
students..." (SCU student)

Students remarked that CHEC offered students a chance to find out about courses and

other institutions and offered a different perspective on education:

"Yeah ...it gives you a broader scope than just having the three different
people on Campus ...it's three ways of looking at education..." (DSE
student)

"I thought it would be nice to come to this Campus with the three sectors
...it would broaden my horizons ...and be more than just a TAFE
campus..." (TAFE student)

"I think it's better to have a Campus like this than others ...it will attract
that much more ...people will focus in on what they are there for ...and
they feel like they are part of it ... whereas if you come in from outside, it
takes a while to settle in ...it encourages them to go on..." (SCU student)

However, there was another perception by a DSE student that any advantages of three

sectors together at CHEC was "economic rationalisation ...a government cost cutting

exercise ... that's their advantage...". It was also suggested that although students were

unclear as to how CHEC was administered, a Board involving sectors and students

would be of benefit to students at the Campus.
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"...the Heads of TAFE, Uni and DSE whAch is what the students want to
be involved in ...their functions could then be to iron out any sort of
duplication, or that sort of thing ...and free up that sort of `us' and 'them'
you know ...more in the line of that's 'ours' ....and it comes down ...I
suppose ...most of it to funding..." (TAFE: student)

CHEC could achieve more for students through closer integration between the sectors

and at other levels.

"...well ... the main problems that I seem to have encountered seem to be
mainly that its the idea that its seen as a blended campus at the ground
level ...but the higher up you go the more segrgted it is ...so where you
have your top you have the administrations as being separate and trying
to exist side by side..." (SCU student)

"...there's no interaction ...I think my experiences are mixed ...I am
disappointed with the pathways and the separateness ...to me there are
no pathways or not what I thought ...make the courses fit and make it
known at the beginning what can be done..." (TAFE student)

"I think it is an advantage for the Campus to be here ...if they can get
over this whole separation thing that is often unspoken ...but it's there
...it's a fabulous advantage ...because of the educational pathways and
the whole idea of it ...I mean integrating high school students and the
level they could be at ...and then just continue on ...it's really good ...to
get the teachers and the lecturers into it ...but the whole thing should just
flow..." (DSE student)

Summary

The presentation of findings in this Chapter has been condensed to elicit the most

significant issues for students at CHEC; it was more meaningful for the study that the

students themselves raised these issues and provided the data. Participation factors

emerged from both the preliminary stage and throughout the study. From the fifteen

interviews, it appears that demographics were a consideration as to locality and

familiarity for students and that it was significant for the community. On a physical level,

students commented on various aspects of the building itself and particularly focused

on the computers and library facilities at CHEC. The canteen was discussed in both

negative and positive terms and there appearel to be a concern about 'atmosphere'

the canteen.
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Education aspects concerned the familiarity of CHEC and the notion of visibility of other

sectors and students emerged. Access to information was also mentioned and how

easily this could or could not be achieved through the current structure. Pathways and

joint degrees was a very significant subtheme and how this integration was perceived

by students. The social theme included sub-themes on student attire, the perception of

status and student behaviour; there were both positive and negative responses to this

theme. Social activities and integration appeeired important to students, as did their

attitudes toward students from other sectors.

In addition, DSE student perceptions and experiences at CHEC were discussed

separately as a sub-theme within the major theme of attitudes to education. This theme

encompassed individual sectors, subjects and courses, attitudes toward adult

education and general attitudes toward education and CHEC; emerging as an area of

strong significance in the study.

"I think it's a great asset to have all the ;ectors here ...it's tremendous ...it
keeps your feet on the ground ...everybody looks at the Uni students
being the upper echelon ...but we're not ... we're just people..." (SCU
student)

"TAFE or DSE can watch us ... TAFE Year 10 students, Tertiary
Preparation, HSC students ...they will Know the right way about how to
do it ...it's called visibility and this will encourage participation ...and it
works the other way too ... where the Uni students can look back and say
I was one of them once and keep their feet on the ground and have
more tolerance..." (SCU student)

"...well, I think the young ones could learn from the old, and the old could
learn from the young..." (TAFE student)

Both integration issues and the 'newness' of t ie Campus occurred as important issues

across the major themes and sub-themes. Chapter Six is an analysis and interpretation

of the data collected and further explains the results contained in this Chapter.
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